The PlasticTwist Ideas Challenge

The PlasticTwist Ideas Challenge, launched in each of the 3 pilot countries, Netherlands, Greece and Switzerland, has given rise to a set of wonderful, innovative, and cool ideas. Now we need your help to select the best one for each pilot!

Check out the winning ideas for each pilot

1. Please use the hashtags
   - #SwissPlasticTwistIdeas
   - #GreekPlasticTwistIdeas
   - #DutchPlasticTwistIdeas

2. Choose the ones you prefer and like or share on your social media.

3. How to vote
   - LIKE 1 vote
   - SHARE 3 votes

DUTCH IDEAS
https://ptwist.eu/dutch-pilot-ideas

GREEK IDEAS
https://ptwist.eu/greek-pilot-ideas/

SWISS IDEAS
https://ptwist.eu/swiss-pilot-ideas/